Inflammatory fibroid polyp presenting as intussusception
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Abstract

Inflammatory fibroid polyp is a benign mesenchymal tumor most commonly arising in the stomach and ileum. It needs to be distinguished from other mesenchymal tumors of the GIT which is done with the help of morphological features and with the help of IHC. Here in, we describe the case of a 58 year old female who presented with complaints of abdominal pain, contrast-enhanced computed tomography revealed a target-like structure which was consistent with intussusception due to the lesion. Following surgery and histopathological examination of the specimen and IHC study, diagnosis of IFP was made.
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Introduction

Inflammatory fibroid polyp is a benign polypoidal fibroblastic neoplasm. It is most commonly seen in the stomach followed by ileum, however they may arise anywhere in the gastrointestinal tract. Patient presents with abdominal obstruction, pain or bleeding and if the tumor arises from small intestine intussusception is a common presentation. It arises from submucosa and often the mucosal surface will show ulceration. In tissue sections, proliferation of spindle myofibroblast cells are seen with stroma containing inflammatory infiltrate predominantly eosinophils and lymphocytes. Small and medium sized blood vessels typically show concentric fibrosis (onion skin fibrosis).

The pathogenesis is unclear. Studies recently have reported a possible sharing of the PDGFRA mutational profile with Gastro Intestinal Stromal Tumour (GIST) particularly exons 12 and 18 [1,2]. By Immunohistochemistry, there is consistent positivity for CD34, and variable immunoreactivity with SMA. KIT, DOG1, Desmin, S100 and keratins are negative.

Case report

A 58 year old female patient who is a known case of systemic hypertension presented to casualty with complaints of abdominal pain and nausea for the past 4 months, aggravated since 2 weeks. On examination, abdomen was distended, however there was no tenderness. Her vitals were normal and there was no history of gastrointestinal bleeding or vomiting.

Image findings showed a well-defined homogenous soft tissue density lesion in the mid jejunal loop measuring 3.8 x 3.9 x 3.4 cm which appears to be lead point of jejunojejunal intussusception measuring a length of 14 cm.

She underwent small bowel resection, the intraoperative findings of which were small bowel tumor with stricture 50 cm from jejunum, with stricture in the proximal part and serosal involvement distally. Small bowel resection and end to end jejunostomy was performed. The specimen was sent for histopathological examination.
Grossly we received a segment of small intestine with an iatrogenic rent through which a polypoidal mass with a stalk was protruding measuring 4.1 x 3.5 x 3 cm which is at a distance of 24.5 cm from proximal end, cut section of this polypoidal mass was fleshy appearance.

Microscopical examination showed a polypoidal lesion arising from submucosa with individual cells ovoid/spindle with scanty to moderate cytoplasm, bland vesicular nucleus and indistinct nucleoli. Stromal cells are admixed with inflammatory cells predominantly eosinophils and proliferated blood vessels. Focal onion skin fibrosis around blood vessels noted. Tip of the polyp is necrosed (gangrenous). Both resected ends are viable. The attached mesentry shows 13/13 lymph nodes with reactive change only.

Immunohistochemistry was done. Spindle cells are positive for SMA, negative for CD117, CD34, Ki67-10% consistent with Inflammatory fibroid polyp.
**Discussion**

The presentation of inflammatory fibroid polyp depends on the location of the tumor. Studies show that in patients with lesions involving the stomach they present with abdominal pain and in patients with small intestinal lesions, they present with obstruction as a sequel of intussusception as in our case report. For decades inflammatory fibroid polyps have been considered a reactive change of the gastric mucosa but recently the discovery of PDGFRA mutations has considered it to be a neoplastic process [3].

They are considered as a benign and non invasive lesion. However there has been a case report of transmural proliferation of the IFP with destruction of the muscularis propria extending to the serosa in literature which is a rare observation [4]. In study conducted Liu TC et al, Onion skin fibrosis around vessels which is a unique feature was observed in 54% (45 out of 83) of cases studied and is thus not always a reliable diagnostic feature [5].

IHC is essential to diagnose IFP because they tend resemble morphologically other mesenchymal tumors such as GIST, desmoid fibromatosis, Inflammatory Myofibroblastic tumour (IMT), leiomyoma, and schwannoma among others which are the histopathological differentials of IFPs [6]. Most IFPs are positive for CD34, whereas about 10%-20% of cases show focal reactivity for SMA and desmin. C-KIT (CD117), DOG1, and S-100 are consistently negative [7]. Hasegawa et al studied 11 cases of inflammatory fibroid polyps of the stomach, in which they concluded that CD34 expression is a reliable IHC marker as it was observed in 100% of the cases studied [8]. In our case, however onion skinning was observed and the presence of many eosinophils combined with SMA positivity lead to the diagnosis of IFP.
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